You’re going at a great pace,
Now examine where logs would burn.
Go and look in the _______.

This place sees visitors galore.
Go to where people ring and knock.
Go to the front __________.

This sure is a lot of clues!
Before we head out the door,
We slide our feet into our ________.

We toss our clothes into the bin.
Then we put them in this machine that spins.

Our lovely Cupid has left plenty of notes,
Now let’s go to the closet and search our __________.

You’re doing great, this is a breeze.
Hurry to get the next clue, because it might freeze!

It makes breakfast food and rhymes with “coaster.”
You’ll find the next clue at the __________.

Cupid his all these clues among our things.
The next clue is by something that rings.